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Amplifying
your future

https://avidproducts.com/
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Encouraging the curious. 
Supporting the problem solvers. 
Restoring connections.
Empowering learning.
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MISSION

Empowering your learning journey
Learning is where curiosity meets action. It’s where the seeds of growth,  
empathy, creativity, connection, and problem solving are planted. It’s the  
learners who are making a difference in our future.

And we’re here for them. 

We’ve committed to solutions that are:

MINDFUL 
Meeting needs in a thoughtful, empathetic way.  

INNOVATIVE 
Creating proactive solutions for a greater impact. 

ACCESSIBLE 
Providing opportunities for all to have essential tools for their learning journey. 

https://avidproducts.com/
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AUDIO MATTERS

Audio is more important than ever
In 21st century, traditional learning boundaries are gone. We can connect with 
people and content however and whenever we want along our life-long journey. 
Audio is our most intimate and direct connection with this new frontier.
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ABOUT AVID

Audio solutions with heart
More than just an audio company, we’re a team of difference-makers  
passionate about providing audio solutions with impact and delivering an  
outstanding experience every step of the way.

When you partner with us, you can expect:

DURABLE, COMFORTABLE PRODUCTS WITH EXCELLENT AUDIO 
With decades of experience, we deliver high-quality with value.

INTEGRITY & AUTHENTICITY 
We have a relentless passion for doing things the right way.

MEANINGFUL COLLABORATION 
We believe we can go further when we’re working together.

CUSTOMER CARE 
We’re here for you every step of the way.

SUSTAINABILITY 
We consider our environmental impact in everything we do.

https://avidproducts.com/
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AUDIO SOLUTIONS

Innovative audio for every step of  
the life-long journey
From educational assessment to telemedicine to hospitality perks, our audio 
solutions are designed with the life-long learner in mind. 

Our audio solutions are:

• Durable and reliable

• Easy to store and clean

• Meet safety and sustainability standards

• Compatible across many platforms and devices

• Tailored to meet the needs of learners of all shapes and sizes 
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20 SERIES

Increase focus and 
engagement in early learners
The 20 Series focuses on the audio and comfort 
needs of the early learner. Our learning -specific 
solutions include improving voice and sound 
clarity for story listening, interactive curriculum, 
and speech and reading assessments.

FEATURES OF THE 20 SERIES:
• Safer sound - sound levels stay below 85 db  
 when used with most common devices

• Works with a variety of software and devices

• Durable and hard working for early learners

• Adjustable padded headband and lightweight  
 construction for long lasting comfort

• Chew resistant, nylon braided, 4 foot cord 

• Travel pouch for easy storage

• Noise-canceling microphone

AE-25 HEADSET/HEADPHONE

Child-friendly and safe audio
Speakers designed to keep sound levels below 85 db protect 

little ears while optimizing voice and sound quality.  
Bidirectional boom mic stores neatly in our  

SideKick™, AVID’s exclusive microphone management system. 

ITEM# 2AE25B - BLUE

SideKick™

https://avidproducts.com/
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30 SERIES

Durability and great audio  
for primary and secondary students
Designed for excellent sound quality in a primary and secondary educational 
setting, the 30 series is built to last. Lightweight and durable, the series offers 
comfort for extended use and is easy to use, store, and clean. 

FEATURES OF THE 30 SERIES:

•  Chew resistant nylon-braided cord

•  6 ft. length of cord for wide range of motion,  
 stores with hook and loop tie

•  Adjustable padded headbands and mid-size  
 ear pads to fit a diverse age group

•  Easy to clean with any gentle over-the-counter  
 cleaning product

•  Multiple colorways and fun accent stitching
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AE-36 HEADSET
Award-winning and feature-packed  

With an omnidirectional, adjustable boom microphone,  
excellent audio delivery, and high-comfort padding, the AE-36  

is a favorite for clear communication and improved focus.

ITEM# 1EDUAE36WHITE- WHITE • 1EDUAE36GREEN - GREEN   
1EDUAE36ORANGE - ORANGE

AE-39 HEADSET
The same specs of the AE-36 but USB compatibility

Bring the award-winning audio, clear communication, and  
comfort of the AE-36 to settings with a USB 2.0 connection. 

Includes in-line volume control.

ITEM# 2AE39GRYUSB32 - GRAY

AE-35 HEADPHONE

Durable, comfortable, and stylish
Designed for rugged durability to meet the demands of  

younger students, the AE-35 is lightweight and adjustable  
for the ultimate in listening comfort. 

ITEM# 1EDUAE35WHTNOMIC - WHITE •  1EDUAE35BLUNOMIC - BLUE

https://avidproducts.com/
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50 SERIES

A+ audio features for middle and  
high schoolers
Not only does the award-winning 50 series meet the rigorous standards  
for testing, it’s also perfectly suited to meet the day to day wear and tear  
of one’s journey. 

FEATURES OF THE 50 SERIES:

• Perfect for testing, assessments, and screening

• Passive noise-reduction ear pieces

• Adjustable headband for a perfect fit. 

• Soft, padded leatherette pads earpads  
 for comfort

• Chew resistant cord with hook and loop tie  
 for quick storage

• Reinforced strain relief for lasting durability
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AE-55 HEADSET
Award-winning headset that does it all

Designed for the ultimate in focus, the AE-55 has noise  
reduction earpieces as well as a noise-canceling, unidirectional 
microphone that rotates 270 degrees. Padded, tilting earpieces 

offer exceptional comfort and fit.

ITEM# 2AE55BL - BLUE •  2AE55KL - BLACK

AE-54 HEADPHONE
Focused, comfortable listening 

Streamlined and durable, the AE-54 delivers high quality sound 
with passive noise reduction to increase focus and engagement. 

ITEM# 2AE54BL - BLUE

AE-55 USB HEADSET
The same specs of the AE-55 but USB compatibility

Offering the same award-winning excellence of the AE-55  
to settings with a USB 2.0 connection. Includes in-line  

volume control.

ITEM# 2AE55KLUSB - BLACK

270° Rotation

https://avidproducts.com/
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70 SERIES

Immersive audio for high 
school and beyond
Designed specifically for high school, college, 
and beyond, the 70 series delivers unparalleled 
comfort, audio, and connection. 

FEATURES OF THE 70 SERIES

•  Larger speaker surface for an engaging  
 listening experience

•  Flexible microphone with built-in wind screens   
 to isolate the voice

•  Kevlar-reinforced cable and strain relief for  
 the ultimate in durability

•  Adjustable, cushioned headband 

•  Deluxe, contoured ear padding for comfort  
 and maximized noise-reduction

•  Convenient travel pouch

AE-75 HEADSET
The ultimate listening experience

With a noise canceling microphone, a larger speaker surface, 
and deluxe padding and adjustability for maximum comfort,  

the AE-75 delivers excellence in every area.

ITEM# 2AE75K - BLACK

AE-79 HEADSET
The same specs of the AE-75 but USB compatibility

Offering the same award-winning excellence of the AE-75  
to settings with a USB 2.0 connection. Includes in-line  

volume control.

ITEM# 2AE79KUSB - BLACK
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Empowering 
your learning 
journey

https://avidproducts.com/
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ESSENTIAL  AUDIO SOLUTIONS

Enhancing life’s experiences
With simple solutions that provide quality with value, you can offer thoughtful 
audio touchpoints and accessories that keep the people you serve listening 
and connected everywhere they go on their life-long learning journey. 

AE-08 HEADPHONES
A time-honored favorite

Lightweight and durable, the AE-08 delivers great sound quality 
at an accessible price. Perfect for a variety of applications. 

ITEM# 2AE08STEREO32 - BLACK

AE-42 HEADSET

Built to last
Durable as they come, the AE-42 doesn’t skimp on sleek style, 

stylish colorways, or top-notch comfort. Featuring an in-line 
microphone with volume control, you’ll be able  

to easily be heard and stay connected in most settings. 

ITEM# 2EDU421332GRN - GREEN  •  2EDU421332GRY - GRAY
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AE-711 HEADPHONES 
Excellent value and functionality

Satisfying sound quality and resonant base tones at  
an accessible price makes this a great solution  

for a wide variety of applications. 

ITEM# 2AE711E35 - GRAY

AE-711R HEADPHONES
Compact storage, functionality, and value

These on-ear headphones have rotating earpieces for easy  
storage. With satisfying sound quality and resonant base tones  

at an accessible price makes this a great solution for a wide 
variety of applications. 

ITEM# 1AE6711RSRM32VNL - BLACK

https://avidproducts.com/
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AE-1M EARBUD
Stay connected on-the-go

With the earpads sitting just outside the ear, the AE-1M is 
designed to filter ambient noise without blocking it so you can 

be mindful of your surroundings without unplugging. Includes an 
in-line microphone to connect on-the-go. 

ITEM# 2AE16993632MIC

AE-215 EARPHONE
Immersive, comfortable audio

Silicone earbuds fit comfortably and securely in the ear for a 
noise-reducing audio experience. 

ITEM# 1AE215HPBLKSTK

JS-75 EARBUD
A simple, portable solution

Soft, small foam earpads fit on your ears to allow ambient noise 
through in order for you to stay in-tune with your surroundings 

without missing a beat in your audio. 

ITEM# 8KIT00JS75BOXED

AE-205 EARPHONE
Streamlined, quality audio with comfort

With silicone earbuds that fit comfortably in the ear for increased 
noise reduction, you can stay connected at a lower volume. 

Comes with kraft paper packaging with hang-hole for display.

ITEM# 2205BLKSLVBOX100
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ORIGINAL FISHBONE
Our innovative connection solution

Flex it, bend it, no problem. Say goodbye to pin breakage with 
our simple, yet highly effective adapter that prevents audio pins 

from breaking off inside your device inputs. 

ITEM# 5ADPFISHBONE

CHARGING SET

Power up on the go
With dual USB ports, increased safety features, multiple  
compatibility options, and charger prongs that fold flat  

for easy storage, our charging set is feature packed  
to always keep you connected. 

ITEM# 5USB31CHGRW

https://avidproducts.com/
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SUSTAINABILITY

Free and easy recycling 
Give your headsets, headphones, and earbuds a second life  
and reduce waste for the good of our home. It’s as easy as  
printing off a shipping label. 

HOW IT WORKS

1. Collect any make or brand of headphones, headsets, and  
 earbuds and place in a box or envelope.

2. Request a free shipping label from our site.

3. Print out prepaid label

4. Drop in mail, smile, and feel good about making a difference.

OUR COMMITMENT TO A BEAUTIFUL EARTH.

We’ve partnered with TERRA and the Done With It program  
for recycling anywhere in the country at no cost to you. 

Visit avidproducts.com/terra to learn more and 
start recycling today.

Our Planet. Our Products. Our Company.

https://avidproducts.com/terra/
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Click here for return and  
audio warranty information

CUSTOMER CARE

Going above and beyond is in our DNA
Our team is here for you. 
We guarantee an answer to every inquiry within 24 hours.

LOGISTICS SOLVED 
With 30+ years of logistics experience on our team, forecasting, shipping, material housing 
and planning, and help with supply chain management is at your fingertips.

EXCELLENCE IN DISTRIBUTORS AND RESELLERS 
We’ve partnered with top distributors and resellers to bring the best access to our solutions 
and support possible.

SAFETY AND SUSTAINABILITY STANDARDS 
Not only do we meet and exceed required laws and regulations, we’re also dedicated  
to reducing environmental impact in any way possible. 

CONTACT US
customerservice@avidproducts.com or sales@avidproducts.com
401-846-1300
avidproducts.com

STAY UP-TO-DATE
Follow us @avidproductsinc for the latest AVID announcements, events,  
and product releases. 

https://avidproducts.com/
https://www.facebook.com/AVIDproductsInc/
https://www.instagram.com/avidproductsinc/
https://twitter.com/AVIDProductsInc
https://www.linkedin.com/company/avid-products
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3fPmuLAu0YlILJ10pw-dEg
https://www.avidproducts.com/orders-returns-warranty
https://www.avidproducts.com/orders-returns-warranty
https://avidproducts.com/
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Mindful.
Innovative.
Accessible.

avidproducts.com

https://avidproducts.com/

